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Abstract
Green hydrogen from renewable electricity and derived e-fuels can replace fossil fuels in applications
where direct electri�cation is infeasible, making them very valuable for climate neutrality. However, here
we show that even if electrolysis capacity grows as fast as wind and solar power have, green hydrogen
supply remains scarce in the short-term and uncertain in the long-term. Using probabilistic technology
diffusion modelling, we �nd that, despite initial exponential growth, green hydrogen likely (≥75%)
supplies <1 % of �nal energy until 2030 (2035) in the EU (globally). By 2040, a breakthrough is more likely,
but large uncertainties prevail with an interquartile range of 4.4-10.5% (EU) and 1.1-4.3% (globally). Both
short-term scarcity and long-term uncertainty impede investment in hydrogen end-uses and infrastructure,
reducing green hydrogen’s potential and jeopardising climate targets. However, historic analogues
suggest that emergency-like policy measures could foster substantially higher growth rates, expediting
the breakthrough and increasing the likelihood of future hydrogen availability.

Introduction
Green hydrogen, de�ned as hydrogen produced from renewable electricity via electrolysis, and derived e-
fuels1 are critical components of the energy transition2, enabling emissions reductions in sectors where
direct electri�cation is infeasible3,4 and avoiding sustainability concerns associated with biofuels5,6.
These features, plus its versatility, have spurred a recent surge of enthusiasm7, policy targets8, and
investment3. Hydrogen now plays a central role in facilitating many net-zero emissions scenarios9,10. Of
all ways to produce hydrogen, green hydrogen offers the lowest life-cycle emissions11 and likely lowest
long-term mitigation costs12, making it most suitable for climate neutrality8.

While much of the debate and research around hydrogen has revolved around demand-related questions
of suitable applications, markets, and sectors1,13, the question of supply availability is equally critical.
Because hydrogen is very valuable for achieving increasingly pressing and legally binding emissions
reduction targets14,15, particularly in hard-to-abate sectors of substantial size1,16, ramping-up supply is
urgent17. Growing awareness that scalability is a critical success factor for climate mitigation
technologies has stimulated recent research to apply insights about the pattern18–20 and pace21–24 of
energy technology diffusion to speci�c feasibility analyses25–27 of ramping-up renewable28–38 and
phasing-out fossil technologies26,39,40 fast enough. However, so far no study has analysed possible
expansion pathways of green hydrogen from electrolysis, a technology in its infancy that needs to
experience rapid innovation17 and deployment41 to unleash its potential for climate change mitigation.

Electrolysers are a centerpiece of future green hydrogen supply chains, and their deployment is thus an
indicator of the systemic challenges of concurrently ramping-up additional renewable energy capacity,
transport infrastructure, and hydrogen end-use applications. In addition, the ramp-up of electrolysers is a
key bottleneck in itself. Starting at an estimated 600 MW globally in 2021 (Figure 1)42 in mostly small
and individually manufactured plants (<10 MW), global capacity needs to grow 6,000-8,000-fold from
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2021-2050 to meet climate neutrality scenarios compatible with the Paris Agreement9,10. This dwarfs the
simultaneously required 10-fold increase of renewable power9,10, which is readily available and cost
competitive43–45. While electrolysis project announcements indicate an exponential buildup of
momentum in the upcoming years with triple-digit annual growth rates, 80% of additional capacity
announced to come online in 2023 is not yet backed by a �nal investment decision (FID) (Figure 1c-d). It
thus remains unclear how many electrolysis projects will materialise in the short term and whether overall
electrolysis capacity can expand fast enough to meet mid- to long-term hydrogen demands.

Here we analyse the potential deployment of electrolysis capacity for green hydrogen production by
combining an S-shaped logistic technology diffusion model18 with a probabilistic parameterisation
based on data from established successful energy technologies: wind and solar power46–48. Despite
such high growth rates, we �nd strong evidence of short-term scarcity and long-term uncertainty of green
hydrogen supply. This bears a high risk of a substantial gap between likely supply and potential demand,
threatening the outlook of green hydrogen for urgent climate change mitigation. In contrast, if electrolysis
capacity were to grow at unconventional growth rates, experienced for some non-energy technologies
under special circumstances in the past, it could quickly overcome supply scarcity and secure future
green hydrogen availability.

Three Uncertain Parameters That De�ne The Feasibility Space
In a �nite market, technology adoption does not continue exponentially forever, but instead follows an S-
shaped curve (Figure 2). In the formative phase, policy-backed demonstration projects face technical
uncertainty and high costs during the proverbial valley of death49, leading to slow and unsteady
growth50. In the growth phase, increasing returns to scale51 and cost-decreasing learning effects52

accelerate market adoption. After attaining the maximum rate of expansion at the in�ection point, growth
starts to slow down as a result of technological, economic and social constraints53. This marks the
beginning of the saturation phase when the �nal market level is approached. The resulting trajectory
characterises all stages of the technology adoption process and is mathematically described by the three-
parameter logistic function (see Methods). Considering the electrolysis market ramp-up, the three
parameters initial capacity (timing), emergence growth rate (steepness) and saturation (asymptote)
relating to these three stages are all uncertain and independent.

First, the initial capacity is an uncertain parameter as it depends on the possibly strong yet uncertain
momentum in the upcoming years, which could propel electrolysis capacity from the formative phase to
the beginning of the growth phase and therefore must be included in the analysis. Beyond the evidently
speculative nature of projects pending an FID, there are further mutually opposing uncertainties. On the
one hand, even projects that have secured an FID might fall behind schedule. On the other hand, data
gaps due to additional future projects or missing projects might introduce downward biases. Striking a
balance between including near-term momentum and excluding uncertain long-term announcements, we
focus on the year 2023 as the “initial year”, as we do not expect any potential new projects to proceed
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from announcement to operation in less than two years. Figure 3a-b shows the probability distributions
of the initial capacity in 2023, which spans the full range of project announcements, centred around an
expected value of realising 30% of projects in the feasibility study category54 and assuming that all
projects under construction are built on time (see Methods).

Second, the growth rate is an inherently uncertain function of policy support55,56, technological
characteristics57 and possible cost reductions58, of which the latter are notoriously di�cult to predict59,60.
As the annual growth rate gradually decreases due to market saturation, we parameterise the emergence
growth rate30, which is the maximum annual growth rate that is realised after the formative phase, related
to the steepness parameter in the logistic function (see Methods). Unlike previous research, which
constructed feasibility spaces by looking at historical precedents of the same technology in different
regions32,40, we instead turn to historical precedents of different technologies in the same region. This
comparison is necessary because, as long as green hydrogen is uncompetitive58, historical growth rates
are primarily proxies of past policy support and not necessarily indicative of future potential. In this way,
we also abstract from a more granular analysis of factors that in�uence the pace of technology
diffusion. In the conventional growth scenario, we compare electrolysis with wind and solar power, the
historically fastest-growing energy technologies61, which now comprise nearly 10 % of global electricity
generation62, during their periods of fastest relative growth, 1995-2010 (Extended Data Figure 1). Figure
3c-d shows the corresponding distributions, revealing that solar power grew faster than wind during all 7-
year intervals, both in the EU and globally. The distributions are robust to the interval length (Extended
Data Figure 2). Later, in the unconventional growth scenario, we compare these growth rates to a broader
set of predominantly non-energy technologies.

Third, the �nal market volume is uncertain as the outcome of the competition among different climate
change mitigation technologies remains undecided in many end-use applications63. In these applications,
hydrogen constitutes a new energy carrier, which implies that not just its supply, but also its demand and
infrastructure have to be ramped-up in parallel. In contrast, wind and solar power produced an economic
good with existing demand and pre-installed infrastructure, namely electricity. We capture this property by
a steadily-increasing demand pull and distinguish between its magnitude and the anticipation thereof
(Figure 2). We opt for a simple piecewise linear demand pull function, parameterised on policy targets
and pledges in the short- to mid-term and on demand from climate neutrality scenarios in the long-term
(see Methods). The demand pull therefore comprises all factors that increase market opportunities
through policies, regulation, and increasing competitiveness64,65.

The propagation of the uncertain initial capacity and emergence growth rate (Figure 3) de�nes a
probabilistic feasibility space, under the condition of an increasing policy-backed demand pull, spurring
investment and mitigating �nancial risks. Table 1 summarises the key model parameters for the
electrolysis market ramp up in the EU and globally.

Table 1: Key values of the three uncertain parameters of the electrolysis market ramp-up.
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Parameters   EU Global Source
1. Initial capacity 2023 Min 0.26 GW 1.02 GW  IEA Hydrogen Projects Database42, 

 own market researchMean 0.92 GW 3.51 GW

IQR 0.65 – 1.17
GW

2.47 – 4.42
GW

2. Emergence growth
rate

Min 15 %/yr 15 %/yr Historical growth of solar and wind
capacity66Mean 50 %/yr 39 %/yr

IQR 35 – 63 %/yr 31 – 47 %/yr
3.
Demand
pull

Magnitude 2024 6 GW - EU: Hydrogen strategy8, 
 Global: IEA Hydrogen Projects Database42

and NZE scenario3
2030 40 GW 154 GW

2050 500 GW 3600 GW

Anticipation Default: 5 years
 (Sensitivity analysis: 0 years, 10

years, full anticipation)

Assumptions

Reconciling Different Approaches To Long-term Projections
Our model steers a middle course between two approaches in the recent literature that have analysed
growth trajectories of wind and solar power, but arrived at different conclusions regarding their outlook.
The �rst approach relies on �tting growth models with the �nal market share as a free parameter that is
estimated from historical data if possible28,32. While this often yields a good �t to data, it comes at the
expense of high sensitivity to random �uctuations in the last few data points67. A slowdown, which might
in hindsight turn out to be just a temporary artefact, for example due to discontinuous policy68 or
economic crises69 (see e.g. Extended Data Figure 1a), can easily be misinterpreted as terminal saturation.
This approach risks  constraining future conditions to policy-driven historical deployment31, which can
negatively bias the long-term outlook.

In contrast, the second approach in the literature applies an ex ante target towards which solar and wind
power diffuse from their historical trajectory30,31. While this enables an inter-decadal feasibility analysis
under the presupposition that a stated market volume will be attained, it implicitly assumes an existing
market with su�cient demand, which technologies can penetrate. This may not be the case for hydrogen
because demand-side transformations and infrastructure requirements mean it cannot immediately tap
into new markets that are just emerging. In our approach these coordination challenges are summarised
by the steadily-increasing demand pull, which contributes to reconciling the debate on long-term
projections of energy technologies, especially for hydrogen, but potentially also for wind and solar power.

Electrolysis Capacity Using Growth Rates From Wind And Solar
Figure 4 shows the probabilistic feasibility space of electrolysis capacity in the EU and globally using a
distribution of growth rates assembled from the historical growth of wind and solar power and applying
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demand pull anticipation of �ve years (sensitivity analysis in Extended Data Figure 3). Three key insights
emerge from the simulations.

First, in the upcoming 1-2 decades electrolysis capacity is likely to remain relatively small compared to
both intermediate and �nal targets as well as to total energy demand. Green hydrogen will thus remain
scarce, leading to a large gap between likely supply and potential demand. The EU target of 40 GW by
2030 is only met at the 95th percentile of the probability distribution, whereas the 6 GW by 2024 target is
entirely infeasible under conventional growth rates. The global target of 154 GW by 2030, which ensues
from ambitious project announcements42 (Figure 1d), lies well beyond the 95th percentile, illustrating the
short-term challenges of ramping-up green hydrogen production especially on a global level.

Second, a breakthrough to high capacities is possible, but both timing and magnitude are subject to large
uncertainties. The results reveal a threshold above which the probability distribution �ips towards larger
values and then follows the linear demand pull with a few years of delay. For the EU this occurs around
2038, and globally around 2045, which approximately coincides with the years of largest annual
electrolysis capacity additions. This tipping behaviour is a property of the probability space, which
combines the information of the pathway ensemble and is thus more relevant to decision makers than
individual pathways, which are more continuous and span a larger range. The interquartile range (IQR) of
probabilistic electrolysis capacity in 2040 is 90 – 308 GW in the EU (253 – 1138 GW globally), and 409 –
496 GW in the EU (1936 – 3440 GW globally) in 2050. Substantial uncertainty thus prevails for several
decades, especially globally.

Third, the propagation of uncertainties not only leads to a tipping point but also to a pronounced bimodal
distribution near the tipping point, which has adverse consequences for risk management. This pattern is
a direct outcome of the superposition of many S-shaped diffusion curves and occurs despite input
parameters that follow a well-de�ned normal distribution with a clear maximum (Figure 3). This is
because for most of the period, the logistic curve produces low and later high capacities (small annual
additions); because of high growth rates the transition phase occurs quickly (large annual additions), and
thus the probability of being at an intermediate capacity is low. The bimodal distribution is thus not a
methodological artefact, but an actual property of future uncertainty, which aggravates the risk of the
supply-demand gap. 

Both short-term scarcity and mid- to long-term uncertainty create challenges for policy makers, system
planners, industry, and consumers. Relying on the large-scale availability of green hydrogen could lead to
expensive path dependencies or even fossil lock-ins70, if supply expansion falls short of expectations.
Accounting for these risks likely discourages investments in hydrogen supply, infrastructure and end-use
technologies, thus exacerbating short-term scarcity and mid- to long-term uncertainty. In addition, scarce
and uncertain supply complicate and delay required end-use transformation and infrastructure
investments. As a consequence, green hydrogen could fail to realise its potential.
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There are good arguments both in favour and against the hypothesis that electrolysis could grow even
faster than wind and solar power did. On the one hand, in contrast to the early years of solar and wind
expansion, large and established companies have expressed their willingness to invest into hydrogen71.
Industries could see hydrogen as a new business opportunity that also allows them to retain parts of their
fossil fuel infrastructure, avoiding asset stranding72. Furthermore, the large-scale import of hydrogen and
e-fuels from sparsely populated areas73 could help bypass social acceptance issues of renewable
electricity74,75. On the other hand, infrastructure bottlenecks could substantially hamper the adoption of
hydrogen end-uses, whereas wind and solar power were able to connect directly to the electricity system
and markets with pre-existing infrastructure. In addition, setting up international cooperation agreements
in order to make hydrogen a globally traded commodity involves long lead times. Nevertheless, under a
pressing sense of urgency to mitigate climate change mitigation, positive coordination between decision
makers in industry and policy could reduce these risks. This could foster investments into green hydrogen
supply chains such that growth rates are achieved that go beyond what has been experienced with
energy analogues.

Emergency Deployment: Growth Beyond That Of Wind And Solar
To explore what might be possible with special dedication, coordination and funding, we now
parameterise our electrolysis diffusion model with unconventionally high growth rates that have been
achieved under speci�c circumstances in the past (Figure 5). These include mostly non-energy products
in situations of wartime mobilisation (e.g. US aircraft or liberty ships in World War II), of massive public
investments and central coordination (e.g. nuclear power in France or high-speed rail in China), or of
market-driven deployment of highly modular IT innovations with low coordination requirements (e.g
internet hosts or smartphones).

Figure 5a shows the normalised historical trajectories of these technologies. In order to cover the full
spectrum of associated growth rates, we �t logistic curves and extract the respective annual emergence
growth rates. The resulting distribution of unconventional growth rates has a mean value of 126 %/yr,
substantially larger than in the conventional growth case (Table 1), and stretches beyond 300 %/yr
(Figure 5b). Within the analysed data, only US production during World War II (WWII) achieved growth
rates above 100 %/yr – except for the number of COVID-19 vaccinations, which far surpass all other
technologies such that we exclude it as an outlier with very different circumstances and product
characteristics.

The resulting probabilistic feasibility spaces show that unconventional growth rates substantially
mitigate both the issue of short-term scarcity as well as mid- to long-term uncertainty (Figure 5c-d,
sensitivity analysis in Extended Data Figure 4). In both regions, EU and global, the probability distribution
already tips around 2030, after which the demand pull acts as the main constraint. In 2030 an even more
pronounced bimodal distribution emerges from the simulations, which however also subsides more
quickly thereafter. After 2035, the demand pull, median and 95th percentile are only separated by a small
margin, effectively closing the gap between supply and demand with a high probability. While smaller
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than before, the 90 % con�dence interval still indicates a signi�cant spread as small growth rates cannot
be ruled out. However, towards 2050 the spread swiftly decreases for the 80 % con�dence interval,
indicating a high probability of mid- to long-term availability.

The differences between conventional growth (like wind and solar power) and unconventional growth
(emergency-like deployment) become even more apparent in the direct comparison of Figure 6. In the
conventional growth case, the breakthrough year, de�ned as the year of largest annual capacity additions,
in the median occurs shortly after 2040 in the EU and around 2045 globally. However, this is again subject
to substantial uncertainty with an IQR of 2037 - 2045 in the EU and 2043 – 2049 globally. In contrast,
unconventional growth hastens the median breakthrough to before 2035 in both regions, even though
uncertainty remains with an IQR of 2029 - 2036 in the EU and 2030 – 2037 globally.

These marked differences in the breakthrough year are also re�ected in the electrolysis capacity
distributions (Figure 6c-f and Extended Data Figure 5). In the conventional growth case, it is likely (≥75 %
probability) that in 2030 less than 1 % of �nal energy in the EU (less than 0.3 % globally) can be supplied
with domestic green hydrogen. Even under unconventional growth, supply in 2030 is likely to remain
below 2 % in the EU (0.5 % globally). Nevertheless, unconventional growth rates strongly increase the
probability of achieving the EU 2030 target of 40 GW to 66 %, as opposed to 7 % under conventional
growth. However, even under unconventional growth rates, ramping-up global electrolysis capacity to 850
GW by 2030 as required by the IEA Net Zero Emissions (NZE) scenario9 is at the very edge of the
distribution (8 % probability), which is also a result of the limited demand pull at that time
(compare Extended Data Figure 4f).

In the long run, by 2040, large uncertainties dominate in the conventional growth case, illustrated by an
IQR of 3.0 – 10.7 % in the EU (0.8 – 3.4 % globally), which stands in stark contrast to the narrow 10.7 –
12.3 % in the EU (6.3 – 7.7 % globally) under unconventional growth. The global probability distribution
under conventional growth in 2040 is skewed to low capacities, while it is wide and slightly bimodal in the
EU. Under unconventional growth, by 2040 the probability distribution is focussed at the upper end of the
range in both regions and primarily determined by the demand pull.

Discussion And Conclusion
Despite strong momentum and enthusiasm around green hydrogen, the market ramp-up of electrolysis is
a decisive bottleneck on the pathway to climate neutrality. We show that despite exponentially increasing
project announcements for the upcoming years, green hydrogen likely (≥75%) remains scarce (<1% of
�nal energy demand) until 2030 in the EU and until 2035 globally if electrolysis capacity grows similarly
to wind and solar power, which have been the biggest success stories of the energy transition so far. This
can be explained by the nature of exponential expansion, which includes a �at beginning such that even
high annual growth rates take time to translate into noteworthy market shares. However, once the
breakthrough occurs it may happen quickly – as was the case for solar power.
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For the electrolysis market ramp-up, however, the timing of this breakthrough in terms of largest annual
capacity additions is uncertain, but unlikely (≤25 %) to occur before 2037 in the EU and 2043 globally. We
show that the propagation of inevitable uncertainties associated with both near-term deployment and
feasible growth rates leads to uncertain availability of green hydrogen in the mid- to long-term. This is
illustrated by the widespread IQR of 3.0 – 10.7 % of �nal energy in the EU (0.8 – 3.4 % globally) in 2040,
which implies a substantial risk of a long-term gap between likely supply and potential demand. It is
important to note that the probability distributions presented here are conditional on the continuous
policy support assumed as part of the demand pull. Even under such policies, uncertainties prevail for
decades.

In addition, future short-term scarcity and long-term uncertainty of electrolysis capacity might create
additional barriers to electrolysis deployment already today. First, short-term scarcity creates problems
due to the threefold coordination challenge of ramping-up hydrogen supply, demand and infrastructure
simultaneously, which has been described as a “three-sided chicken-and-egg problem”76. The lack of
su�cient hydrogen volumes delays both the end-use transformation on the demand side as well as
required infrastructure development such as the repurposing of existing gas pipelines. Second, long-term
uncertainty might deter investors, who could choose to wait for the market to consolidate and for costs to
drop (second-mover advantage)77. From a policy perspective, relying on the large-scale availability of
green hydrogen is therefore a risky bet that, if hydrogen abundance and affordability fail to materialise,
may lead to a fossil lock-in due to remaining fossil fuel infrastructure and end-use equipment. As a
consequence, under conventional growth like wind and solar power, uncertainties may translate into risks
that discourage policy makers and investors such that green hydrogen might fall short of its potential
and thus endanger climate targets.

By contrast, policy makers and industry could minimise these risks by fostering rapid investments into
green hydrogen supply chains that enable unconventionally high growth rates of electrolysis. In this way
the feasibility space would broaden beyond what has been experienced for energy analogues such as
wind and solar. This could break the vicious cycle of uncertain supply, insu�cient demand and
incomplete infrastructure, and turn it into a positive feedback mechanism. Short-term scarcity and long-
term uncertainty are two sides of the same coin and could be resolved together. Policies that kick-start a
rapid deployment of Gigawatt-scale electrolysers in the upcoming few years could help to unlock
substantial innovation and scaling effects, prompting industries to switch from manual to automated
production and thus driving down costs, which would secure expectations and further accelerate growth.

Such unconventional growth could not only allow green hydrogen to meet demands in sectors
inaccessible to direct electri�cation, but in conjunction with expanding renewable electricity, it could keep
the window open to reaching a broader and more prominent role of hydrogen in a climate-neutral energy
system. However, policy makers should be aware that there remains a risk of overestimating green
hydrogen’s potential. While it will be possible to expand the use cases of hydrogen if supply surpasses
expectations, in the opposite case, if supply falls short of expectations, it might simply be too late to
switch to alternatives. Under these asymmetrically distributed risks policy makers face a twofold
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problem. On the one hand, they need to accelerate the development of green hydrogen throughout the
entire supply chain to foster unconventional growth; on the other hand, they need to safeguard against
the inevitable risk of limited availability. Policy makers therefore need to strike a sensible balance
between providing regulatory certainty in order to spur green hydrogen investment, while maintaining a
realistic judgment on its long-term prospects as well as fostering available and more e�cient alternatives
such as direct electri�cation and energy e�ciency. Future research should further develop probabilistic
decision frameworks78 that help enabling urgent technological deployment, while navigating the
uncertain feasibility space and associated risks.

Methods

Approach and key input data
We conduct an uncertainty analysis of the market ramp-up and further expansion of electrolysis capacity,
in the EU and globally, using a stochastic adaptation of the logistic technology diffusion model. The
model accounts for inevitable uncertainties of two main parameters: the initial electrolysis capacity in
2023, and the annual growth rate, which we parameterise using up-to-date electrolyser capacity data from
built, planned and announced projects as well as from empirical data on the growth of successful
technologies from the past. We capture the nonlinear propagation of these uncertainties within the
logistic diffusion model by a Monte Carlo simulation approach. We further assume a steadily-increasing
electrolysis demand pull driven by continuous policy support and expanding competitiveness of
hydrogen applications (Figure 2). This approach enables us to derive probability distributions of
electrolysis capacity deployment over time, which we then interpret as a probabilistic feasibility space of
scaling up green hydrogen supply. By design and by necessity, the results do not represent absolute
probabilities, but conditional probabilities that are contingent on the assumed demand pull from policies
and markets. 

Our analysis relies on global electrolysis projects from the IEA Hydrogen Projects Database42,
complemented by our own market research, which we use to parameterise the initial capacity distribution,
depending on the project status as explained below.

In order to parameterise the growth rate distribution, we draw on data of historical analogues and
distinguish two cases. In the conventional growth case, we assume that electrolysis grows as fast as
wind and solar power have during their period of fastest relative growth from 1995 – 2010 (Figure 3). In
the unconventional growth case, we explore the electrolysis market ramp-up under historical growth rates
of a wide set of primarily non-energy technologies that grew even faster than wind and solar power
(Figure 5).

For the demand pull (from policies, regulation, and markets) that drives the technology diffusion, we
parameterise its magnitude in time as well as its anticipation by investors. For the EU, in the short term
the magnitude is parameterised to the political 2024 target of 6 GW, and the 2030 target of 40 GW. The
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long-term demand pull is set to 500 GW by 2050 as mentioned in the EU Hydrogen Strategy8. Globally, the
short-term demand pull magnitude is aligned with cumulative project announcements of 154 GW by
2030. In the long run, we use scenario data of the IEA NZE scenario, which is 3600 GW by 20509. The
demand pull anticipation states by how many years these targets, associated policies, and hydrogen
competitiveness are anticipated by potential investors, which thus constitutes a measure of both
regulatory certainty and investor foresight. Our default assumption is 5 years, while we conduct
sensitivity analyses for 0 years, 10 years, as well as a hypothetical case of full anticipation of the long-
term market size (Extended Data Figure 3, Extended Data Figure 4).

Data handling
We use the IEA Hydrogen Projects Database, which lists 984 global hydrogen projects, of which 886 are
based on electrolysis. The database includes the project’s development status, technology characteristics,
designated end-use applications, and most importantly size as electrical capacity in MW for electrolysis
projects. In addition, to ensure the model’s initial capacity in 2023 is accurately parameterised, we review
all projects with an announced starting year in 2022 or 2023 and an announced size of at least 50 MW.
This applies to 49 projects, which we track and include in the GitHub repository (see below). Electrolysis
projects with a “DEMO” development status are allocated to the “Operational” and “Decommissioned”
status, depending on whether they are still in operation or not. The IEA Hydrogen Projects Database also
contains several entries for con�dential projects between 2000-2020. We distribute these projects to all
regions in proportion to the share of total capacity from other non-con�dential projects within that time
window, and equally over time. 

For the conventional growth case, we use data of installed wind and solar capacity from the BP
Statistical Review of World Energy 202166. Solar capacity is available from 1997 onwards in the EU, and
from 1996 globally. Wind capacity is available from 1997 in the EU, and from 1995 globally. We �t
exponential models to this data in sliding 7-year intervals until 2010, which we use to parameterise the
emergence growth rate distribution. This corresponds to the period in which both technologies grew the
fastest (Extended Data Figure 1). The distribution is robust to the choice of the slice length (Extended
Data Figure 2). The emergence growth rate is related to the steepness parameter in the logistic function
(see below) and describes the growth rate that is approximately attained in the emergence phase of the
technology diffusion when the asymptote is not yet constraining.

Truncated normal distributions
The stochastic uncertainty analysis rests on a Monte Carlo-based simulation approach to randomly
sample from probability distributions that re�ect the underlying parametric uncertainty. We use normal
distributions with lower truncation for both the initial capacity in 2023 and the emergence growth rate.
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For the initial capacity distribution, we de�ne the lower truncation  by the capacity of all projects that are
already operational or under construction and due to start production in 2023. Given the truncation
interval , we thus need to determine the pre-truncation parameters  (mean) and  (standard
deviation). This leaves two degrees of freedom, for which we impose two conditions. First, we set the
post-truncation expected value to the capacity that is equivalent to realising 30% of feasibility study
projects, . Given  as the probability density function and  as the cumulative density function of the
normal distribution, the �rst condition is related to the expected value and reads:

Second, we assign a 15 % probability to the option that only those projects that are already backed by an
FID, with capacity , are built. Following the truncated cumulative distribution function, the second
condition is:

The two equations (1) and (2) form a system of nonlinear equations that we solve numerically to obtain μ
and σ. Jointly with the lower truncation value a, this de�nes the truncated distribution (Figure 3a-b).

For the emergence growth rate distribution, we �rst calculate the mean and standard deviation of the 7-
year growth rates of wind and solar power in the EU and globally. Subsequently, we apply a lower
truncation of 15 %/yr, which thus constitutes the lower boundary of the electrolysis market ramp-up
(Figure 3c-d).

Adapted logistic technology diffusion model
In order to account for the threefold coordination challenge of concurrently ramping-up green hydrogen
supply, demand, and infrastructure, we propose an adaptation of the standard logistic technology
diffusion model by including a steadily-increasing demand pull that replaces the �xed �nal market
volume. This accounts for the observation that the market for green hydrogen is just emerging, which
stands in contrast to energy technologies such as wind and solar power that were able to tap into the
existing electricity market (also see main text). We deliberately do not model market shares, but instead
directly describe the growing market volume because the emerging green hydrogen market is not well-
described by a substitution of technology shares.

The standard logistic function for the electrolysis capacity  reads

where  is the asymptote,  is the growth constant,  is the in�ection point and  is Euler’s number of
approximately 2.718. This is the solution of the logistic differential equation
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under the condition that . Our model idea rests on an adaptation of this differential equation.
We turn  into a time-dependent demand pull  and discretise the differential equation, which
yields

 

where  denotes time in yearly units, and  is the annual growth rate. In the Monte Carlo simulation
we independently draw a sample (N = 10,000) for both the initial capacity  and the annual growth
rate , and subsequently feed both into the diffusion equation (5). In order to improve numerical accuracy,

we use a quarterly time resolution in the model with a quarterly growth rate of . Further
increasing the temporal resolution did not noticeably affect results.

Emergency deployment
To extend the probabilistic feasibility space of electrolysis capacity to emergency deployment, we use a
wide dataset of primarily non-energy technologies to parameterise a distribution of unconventional
growth rates. This encompasses technologies on both regional and global level, measured in different
units, which we normalise by the respective maximum value. In the case of global smartphone shipments
and e-bike sales, we calculate cumulative numbers in order to represent the stock, not the �ow. In contrast
to the conventional growth case, where we used exponential growth rates of wind and solar power to
parameterise the emergence growth rate distribution, for the unconventional growth case we �t logistic
models (Equation 3), because many technologies have already passed through the entire S-curve (Figure
5a). After converting the growth constant  to the annual growth rate , via  , we re-parameterise
the distribution of emergence growth rates (Figure 5b), draw another sample (N = 10,000) and run the
Monte Carlo simulation again to obtain the probabilistic feasibility space of Figure 5c-d.

Final energy shares
We translate electrolysis capacity into corresponding shares of �nal energy demand that can be supplied
under this capacity. This requires assumptions on the electrolysis e�ciency, its full-load hours, and �nal
energy demand.

We assume an overall e�ciency of 60 %, which results from a 60-81 % e�ciency of electrolyser
systems79 and additional losses due to further processing of some hydrogen into e-fuels1 as well as
losses incurred during transportation, storage and conversion3.

Additionally, we assume that electrolysis runs at 5,000 full-load hours, equivalent to a capacity factor of
57%. Such full-load hours could be realised for example by hybrid solar-wind power plants in several
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world regions80. Furthermore, this assumption is in harmony with the range of 3,000-6,000 full-load hours
regarded as cost-minimising using grid electricity79.

Final energy demand over time is obtained from scenarios that reach climate neutrality by 2050. For the
EU, due to the lack of published o�cial modelling results beyond 2030, we use scenarios results of the
INNOPATHS project, a recent EU-speci�c model intercomparison study81. Speci�cally, we calculate the
median of a total of nine scenarios, which originate from three different models (ETM-UCL, PRIMES,
REMIND-EU) under three different transformation narratives (New Players 1.5, Incumbents 1.5, E�ciency
1.5). As the results are only available for the EU28, not EU27, and all British Isles (the United Kingdom and
the Republic of Ireland) are aggregated into one region (UKI), we approximate the EU27 �nal energy
demand by subtracting the UKI values from the EU28 values. This leads to a slight underestimation of the
EU27 value because only the United Kingdom has left the EU. However, as Ireland’s �nal energy demand
only accounts for around 1% of that of the EU27, the error is negligible compared to the modelling
uncertainty. Global �nal energy demand is given by the IEA NZE scenario9 (variable “total �nal
consumption”), and linearly interpolated if necessary (for 2025, 2035, 2045 in Extended Data Figure 5).

Limitations
We focus on the upscaling of electrolysis capacity. However, there are other elements in the supply chain
of green hydrogen that could also constitute critical bottlenecks. Of particular concern is the upscaling of
technologies to capture atmospheric carbon34, especially direct air capture35, for the synthesis of climate-
neutral e-fuels, which was however out of scope for this article.

The capacity data of wind and solar power does not include very early upscaling prior to 1995. To
parameterise the growth rate distribution, we are therefore limited to the interval 1995-2010, after which
growth starts to slow down again. The power of prediction could possibly be improved by including a
longer dataset. However, we view 1995-2010 as a valid interval in order to explore the feasibility space of
green hydrogen under the assumption that the growth rates observed for wind and solar power in this 15-
year time period can be sustained at least as long for electrolysis.

The calculation of �nal energy shares in the EU leaves out imports from other world regions, which could
become substantial in the longer term. An analysis of hydrogen trade was out of scope of this article and
�nal energy shares must be interpreted accordingly.

Finally, all stated probability distributions are contingent on the demand pull, which assumes continuous
policy support, in particular in the next decade, and an expanding competitiveness of hydrogen due to
cost reductions as well as direct and indirect carbon pricing. While we regard this as a necessary
assumption because green hydrogen is still at the very beginning of the market diffusion, future research
could examine appropriate policy instruments that are capable of realising this demand.
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Data availability
We used data from the IEA Hydrogen Projects Database42 for electrolysis project capacity, complemented
by our own market research. Data on wind and solar power capacity is taken from the BP Statiscial
Review of World Energy 202166. Data for the unconventional growth case is from refs82–93. Final energy
data over time is taken from the IEA NZE9 on the global level, and from the INNOPATHS project81 for the
EU. Source data is provided in the GitHub repository.

Code availability
The R model code, including all input data, is available on GitHub: https://github.com/aodenweller/green-
h2-upscaling/

Pre-run simulation results to reproduce all �gures are available on Zenodo:
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5933122
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Figures

Figure 1

Historical development and future announcements of electrolysis projects. a,c, Projects in the EU by
country (a) and by project development status (c). b,d, Global projects by aggregated region (b) and
project development status (d). Each panel is split into two, showing data from 2000-2023 in the main
left-hand part and 2023-2030 in the smaller right-hand part with a separate axis. Projects without a
speci�ed starting date are omitted, which affects 21 GW in the EU and 127 GW globally. In (a) and (b),
decommissioned projects have been subtracted.
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Figure 2

Illustration of the three uncertain parameters of the market ramp-up. In order these are initial capacity, the
emergence growth rate, and the demand pull, for which we distinguish magnitude and anticipation.
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Figure 3

Truncated normal probability distributions of initial capacity in 2023 and emergence growth rates in the
conventional growth case. a, b, Initial capacity distributions in the EU (a) and globally (b). The horizontal
bars correspond to the 2023 bar in Figure 1c,d, where decommissioned projects have been subtracted
from operational projects. c,d, Emergence growth rate distributions in the EU (c) and globally (d) based on
wind and solar PV in 7-year time slices in the interval 1995-2010 (also see Extended Data Figure 1). 
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Figure 4

Probabilistic feasibility space of electrolysis growth in the conventional growth case. a, in the EU. b,
globally. The colour shade indicates the yearly probability density that results from the uncertainty
propagation of the initial capacity in 2023 and the emergence growth rate. Grey lines display random
exemplary pathways, illustrating the vast range of plausible outcomes under growth rates similar to wind
and solar power. The vertical diagram shows the probability density at the intersection year 2038 in the
EU (a) and 2045 globally (b). The results reveal short-term scarcity, with little electrolysis capacity until
2030 (2035) in the EU (globally) and substantial long-term uncertainty, with a huge bandwidth of possible
electrolysis capacity until 2050.
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Figure 5

Historical examples of technologies with unconventional growth and probabilistic feasibility space of
electrolysis under such growth rates. a, Growth pathways of 11 exemplary technologies in different
regions from 1938 until today, normalised to their resepective maximum level measured in different units
(see Methods). b, Distribution of emergence growth rates in the unconventional growth case, obtained
from �tting logistic curves to the technology pathways in (a). c-d, Probabilistic feasibility spaces under
unconventional growth rates for the EU (c) and globally (d). The results demonstrate that the ramp-up is
substantially expedited compared to the conventional growth case, strongly reducing long-term
uncertainty. COVID vaccinations are a case of extremely fast adoption and hence had to be excluded
from the distribution.
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Figure 6

Uncertainty of breakthrough year and electrolysis capacity over time. a, Breakthrough year distribution in
the EU. b, Breakthrough year distribution globally. c,d, Electrolysis capacity distribution in the EU. e,f,
Electrolysis capacity distribution globally. In c-f the left axis shows electrolysis capacity (in GW), and the
right y-axis shows the approximate �nal energy shares this capacity (in percent) could supply
domestically given total �nal energy consumption of scenarios that reach net-zero emissions by 2050.
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